This paper concerns the direct numerical evaluation of singular integrals arising in Boundary Integral Equations for displacement (BIE) and displacement gradients (BIDE), and the formulation of a Traction Boundary Integral Equation (TBIE) for solving general elastostatic crack problems. Subject to certain continuity conditions concerning displacements and tractions at the source point, singular integrals in the BIE and the BIDE corresponding to coefficients of displacement and displacement gradients at the source point are shown to be of a form that allows application of Stokes' theorem. All the singular integrals in 3-D BIE and BIDE are reduced to non-singular line integrals, and those in 2-D BIE and BIDE are evaluated in closed form. Remaining terms involve regular integrals, and no references to Cauchy or Hadamard principal values are required. Continuous isoparametric interpolations used on continuous elements local to the source point are modified to include unique displacement gradients at the source point which are compatible with all local tractions. The resulting numerical BIDE is valid for source points located arbitrarily on the boundary, including corners, and a procedure is given for constructing a TBIE from the BIDE. Some example solutions obtained using the present numerical method for the TBIE in 2-D and 3-D are presented.
INTRODUCTION
In the Boundary Integral Equations for displacement (BIE) and displacement gradients (the boundary integro-differential equation BIDE), from which the Traction Equation (TBIE) is constructed, there arise apparently singular terms due to the presence of the source point on the boundary surface S. Provided that certain continuity conditions hold for the surface variables (displacement and traction) at the source point, no singularities actually exist and the integral equations are well defined for source points on the boundary. It may be deduced that the general form of these conditions, valid at any boundary point including a corner, requires the assumed forms of the displacement and traction on the boundary to be precisely consistent with unique Figure 1 . Example of surface SM and contour C for a 3-D corner point x (i.e. continuous) displacement gradients at the source point. Conventional isoparametric interpolations between nodal values of displacement and traction do not enforce these conditions at points common to two or more boundary elements, and a special interpolation scheme is required specifically to incorporate the required continuity at the source point. Then, the coefficients of the unique displacements and displacement gradients at the source point may be isolated for special treatment.
The forms of the boundary integral equations may be derived by considering an equivalent surface S( ) composed of the open region SM , being the part of S exterior to an infinitesimal sphere of radius surrounding the boundary source point, and the infinitesimal region S C , being the part of the sphere of radius which is interior to S. Then as P0 and S( )PS, the limiting forms of the BIE and BIDE exist provided that all singular terms, e.g. O(log ) and O( \), cancel out. The contribution from S C in the BIDE gives free-terms involving displacement and displacement gradient at the source point, and integrals from SM are interpreted as Hadamard or Cauchy principal values. All these terms may be computed directly in a boundary element program and used to obtain numerical solutions for crack problems.
A more elegant and computationally more efficient method for dealing with the singular integrals is to apply Stokes' integral theorem over some simply connected part ¨S of the closed boundary S,lim C S( ) surrounding the source point, thereby converting them into non-singular line integrals taken along the remote perimeter C of S for 3-D problems, or non-singular closed-form expressions evaluated at the end points of the arc S for 2-D problems. It is convenient to consider S as consisting of S C along with the boundary elements SM adjoining the source point (see Figure 1 ). Stokes' theorem has been used by Cruse et al. to process certain singular integrals in the BIE and TBIE, and by Mantic on the infinitesimal surface S C to derive closed-form expressions for the free term coefficients of displacement in the BIE. However, a more general application of Stokes' theorem is possible for the BIE and the BIDE in elastostatics, analogous to that used by Krishnasamy et al. to evaluate source terms in boundary integral equations for potential problems, providing a powerful method for computing the leading source terms directly and accurately. It is shown below that Stokes' theorem may be applied to certain combinations of terms which incorporate all the singular integrals in the BIE and the BIDE (and hence the TBIE). These combinations, expressed as integrals over S, which incorporates the infinitesimal region S C , are converted to non-singular expressions and evaluated directly in one simple procedure.
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BOUNDARY INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
Consider a homogeneous, isotropic, linear elastic solid bounded by the closed surface S, and with shear modulus and Poisson's ratio . Components of displacement u G (x), stress GH (x) and traction t G (x), GH (x)n H (x) exist at points x on the boundary S, where n H (x) denotes the unit vector in the outward normal direction and the summation convention is assumed for repeated subscripts. Boundary integral equations associated with source (collocation) point x are considered in terms of the relative position vector r,x!x, and radial distance is given by r"(r.r)"(r
and the derivatives
are components of a unit vector. The source point x is taken to be exterior to the equivalent boundary S( ), and the main analysis presented below is for the 3-D case, with reference to the 2-D plane strain case where significant differences arise. For simplicity, the forms of the BIE and BIDE are for non-crack problems, and the case of cracks is considered later in Section 5. The BIE for x exterior to S is
and its derivative with respect to source position coordinates x I is the BIDE
The kernel functions for 3-D are given by
and for 2-D they are
where n G ,n G (x) and GH "1 if i"j or "0 if iOj. In Reference 1, it is deduced that the existence of the BIDE and TBIE for x on S requires the displacement and the displacement gradients to be defined uniquely at the source point, i.e. u G (x)"u G and u GH (x)"u GH , and the traction t G (x) on each piecewise smooth part of the surface SM , having a unique unit outward normal n G at x, to be related to these gradients precisely as
where the elasticity tensor for an isotropic material is of the form
with "2 /(1!2 ) for 3-D and 2-D plane strain. Further comments on these continuity requirements are given later in Section 7. Then the two leading terms in series expansions in r about the source point r"0 of the integrands in the BIE and the BIDE may be separated out to give (for 3-D problems)
where
and dS,dS(x). For 2-D problems, the residual integrands in (15) and (16) are O(r) and O (1) . In order to enforce uniqueness of displacement gradients at the source point r"0 and satisfaction of the compatibility condition (13), the following special interpolation scheme is used on each piecewise smooth boundary element (having a unique normal n
where are intrinsic co-ordinates on the element, with the source point at , and
is the projection of r G onto the tangent plane at x. In (21) and (22), the conventional isoparametric interpolations uN G ( ) and t N G ( ), as used on elements exterior to SM , are modified in the vicinity of the source point using an extra shape function N M (x) defined on SM such that N M (x)"1. The effects of these modifications are to replace tangential gradients of displacement uN GH ( ) at the source point by the parameters u GH and traction t N G ( ) at the source point by n Q E GQNO u NO . Consequently, the proposed interpolation scheme introduces unique values u GH for the displacement gradients at x and allows exact satisfaction of the traction compatibility condition (13) irrespective of which element on SM is considered. The extra parameters u GH introduced for this purpose are later to be represented in terms of tractions and displacements on the elements adjoining x when the BIDE is reduced to a TBIE.
When SM consists of only one boundary element (i.e. the boundary source point lies inside the perimeter of an element, as for discontinuous elements), the conventional interpolation uN G ( ) already involves unique tangential gradients of displacement at the source point which are independent of the normal gradients implicit in the unique traction t N G ( ). Representing the values u GH in terms of displacement and traction on the element ensures that the terms multiplied by N M (x) in (21) and (22) are identically zero. In this case, using the scheme (21) and (22) merely serves to isolate the coefficients of the gradients u GH for separate treatment, and N M (x),1 may be used.
When SM consists of more than one boundary element, the terms multipled by N M (x) in (21) and (22) are not identically zero, and N M (x) should be chosen to ensure that the interpolations (21) and (22) match the nodal values of displacement and traction over SM . The obvious and simplest choice for N M (x) is the shape function N( ) associated with the source node on each element, so that N M (x)"0 at the non-source node positions and on the remote perimeter C of S. Similar alternative choices for N M (x) are possible (e.g N( ) raised to some integer power) and these all produce similar solutions. As more boundary elements are used and the nodal values of displacement and traction converge to the exact elasticity solution, the terms multipled by N M (x) in (21) and (22)
, must tend to zero. Therefore, in principle N M (x),1 could be used for source points common to more than one element, and this is formally equivalent to the equation regularization used by Cruse et al. However, in practise this choice produces a less robust numerical method in which convergence of solutions of the TBIE is very erratic, as demonstrated in the numerical results presented later.
Substituting (21) and (22) into (4), the BIDE can be arranged in the form
where the coefficients of the displacement gradients are
and 
with A GH given by (17), and the term B NOH is presented only as a convenient means of deriving B NOHI for the BIDE.
STOKES' THEOREM FOR 3-D EQUATIONS
Define the differential operator
where f (x) is any function of position x on the surface S with unit outward normal n. Then Stokes' theorem states that
where GHI is the permutation symbol ( GHI "#1 if ijk"123, 231 or 312; GHI "!1 if ijk"321, 213 or 132; GHI "0 otherwise), and C is the directed line contour describing the perimeter of the surface S such that the vector product n?dx points to the interior of S. In the following analysis, the simply connected open surface S is chosen to be part of the closed surface S,lim C S( ) consisting of the piecewise smooth boundary elements SM which adjoin the source point along with the region S C on the infinitesimal sphere r" . In the BIE, the kernel (6) may be expressed as follows:
so that by applying Stokes' theorem (27),
is the solid angle subtended at x by the surface S. The integrand in (29) is non-singular since r'0 on C, and the remaining surface integral (x) defined in (30) may be evaluated by subdividing S into SM and S C . On S M , the integrand in (30) is O(r\) and its contribution is evaluated using standard numerical techniques. On S C , r K "!n K and its contribution to (30) is the solid angle occupied by the volume interior to S at the source point, and this may be calculated from the known tangent vectors to edges of the adjoining boundary elements.
The coefficients (18) of u NO are given by
Substituting the kernels (5) and (6) into (31) and applying Stokes' theorem (27) gives (after some rearrangement of terms)
On account of the following two identities:
the coefficients (19) and (20) in the BIDE may be derived directly from the non-singular expressions (29) and (32)
STOKES' THEOREM FOR 2-D EQUATIONS (PLANE STRAIN)
A 2-D version of Stokes' theorem with coordinates (x , x ) may be derived as a special case of the 3-D equation (27) where f (x) does not vary with x and S is a projection of the 2-
Then, for the 2-D kernel (10),
so that the integral (17) may be reduced to the non-singular expression
Owing to the identity n K dS" KI dr I , the solid angle term reduces to
and may be evaluated directly in terms of radial vectors directed at the ends P and Q of the arc S, e.g. using r.r/ cos "r. r/ #r. r/ and r.r/ sin "r/ r. !r/ r. . The second term (18) reduces to
Then, using the 2-D identities analogous to (33) and (34)
the following closed-form expressions are obtained
THE TRACTION BOUNDARY INTEGRAL EQUATION
A formula for defining a generally applicable TBIE from the BIDE (23) has been presented for 3-D problems in Reference 1. A corresponding account of the formulation of a TBIE for 2-D problems is described below. The aim is to reduce the BIDE (four components) to a TBIE (two components) which contain strong free terms involving all traction values at the source (collocation) point x. In this reduction, the unique gradient parameters u NO are combined into tractions n H E GHIJ u IJ , as in (13), and the values t G (x) previously removed by the special interpolation scheme (22) are restored.
When x is not on the locus of a crack, the four BIDE are of the form 
Then, contracting (47) with a unit vector n H gives the traction t G acting on an element with outward normal n H . However at a 2-D corner, two such elements and normals exist and two corresponding TBIEs may be constructed, each biased towards information concerning its own traction at the expense of the other. The general algebraic form of a TBIE which is capable of considering any loading state should incorporate equally information about all tractions acting on elements adjoining the source point. This inevitably leads to a definition of the TBIE which involves an average of all such traction values
where the summation over e refers to the boundary elements SM adjoining x, and nL
is the sum of all unit outward normal vectors at x.
The case where x is on the locus of a crack is somewhat more complicated due to the presence of two sets of free terms (one set from each crack face), and the BIDE is of the form
#+terms involving only u>!u\ and t>#t\ on cracks, #+terms involving u and t on non-crack parts of S,"0
where superscripts $ refer to quantities associated with opposite crack faces. A TBIE may be used to obtain numerical solutions for the opening displacement u>!u\ along the crack provided that its free term contains strong information about the traction difference (or crack pressure ) t>!t\, which is otherwise absent (crack pressure terms are entirely absent in the BIE). Such a TBIE may be constructed analogously to (48) by defining the quantities Q IJPQ such that (C> NOIJ #C\ NOIJ )Q IJPQ " NP OQ , and by taking nL K as the sum of normal vectors on either one of the (oppositely orientated) crack faces. However, it is not generally possible to combine all eight displacement gradient free terms in the four BIDE (49) into only crack pressure values, and residual free terms involving u> NO !u\ NO persist in the TBIE, which is of the form
#+terms involving u>!u\ and t>#t\ only on cracks, #+terms involving u and t on non-crack parts of S,"0
In a boundary element formulation, the residual displacement gradients in the TBIE (50) must be represented in terms of nodal values of displacement and traction on the elements adjoining x. Displacement gradients u NO on a smooth section of the boundary may be determined from the traction and the tangential gradient of uN G ( ); at the junction of two elements, the tangential gradients may not match and an average is taken. When required at a corner point, full use is made of all traction values, since these convey direct information about the stress boundary conditions imposed on the displacement gradients. Values of the displacement gradients u NO at a corner point may be expressed in terms of nodal displacements and tractions as follows. Unique stress components are determined directly from the two traction vectors acting at the corner point, and a unique rotation u !u is defined from tangential gradients calculated using the conventional interpolation uN G ( ). In terms of normal nC and tangential L C unit base vectors on each element (e"1, 2) at a corner, the values of the gradients at x"x( C) are determined from the following four conditions (51) to (53). The normal tractions on each element define two tensile stress components (e"1, 2)
and the corresponding shear stress component is incorporated in
Ideally, the two terms n G t N G ( ) and n G t N G ( ) occurring on the right-hand side of (52) should represent the same stress component, and this is usually the case if tractions are specified as boundary conditions (e.g. on the surfaces of a crack); however, tractions from a numerical solution may not satisfy this condition and so the two values are averaged to give a symmetric formula. Rotation about the corner point is given by
where DC G ,duN C G /ds is evaluated at x"x( C) on element e. Using values of u GH determined as above (e.g. using (51) to (53) for corner points), the TBIE may be defined from the BIDE as nL K E HKPQ Q IJPQ I IJ (x; S) for both the non-crack case (46) and the crack case (49). Solutions for the opening displacement u>!u\ over the interior of a crack may be obtained using only the TBIE for source points collocated on the crack locus. However, source points located where a crack intersects with a non-crack boundary require two equations, since separate u> and u\ contributions arise from the non-crack parts of S. For simplicity, the present method determines a complete solution for displacement on both crack surfaces by applying the BIE and TBIE at collocation points on the crack locus, as in the dual boundary element method.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
Below is presented a set of examples for which solutions have been obtained using the present boundary element method for the TBIE in 2-D and in 3-D. In all cases, continuous quadratic boundary elements are used. For crack problems, both the BIE and the TBIE are used on the crack locus, and the BIE is used at crack tips and on non-crack surfaces. Quarter point elements are used at crack tips, and values of stress intensity factor are calculated from the crack opening displacement using the formula given in Reference 1 (applicable to 3-D and 2-D plane strain). In the numerical examples, values of shear modulus "1·0 and Poisson's ratio "0·3 are taken, and for the 2-D examples a state of plane strain is assumed. For the main set of results below, the extra shape function N M (x) used in the TBIE is chosen to be the shape function N( ) associated with the source node on each element of SM . Comments are also given on numerical solutions obtained using N M (x),1 and N M (x),(N( )).
Circular hole in a rectangular solid under tension (2-D)
A rectangular solid !¼)x )#¼, !¸)x )#¸containing a central circular hole of radius R is loaded in tension t"(0, $ ) on x "$¸. Dimensions chosen are ¼"2·0,¸"4·0, R"0·5, and loading is "1·0. One-quarter of the structure (see Figure 2 ) is analysed, with symmetry boundary conditions applied on the co-ordinate axes, and solutions from the BIE and the TBIE are compared using values of displacement u at (0·5, 0·0) and u at (0·0, 0·5), and traction t (stress concentration) at (0·5, 0·0). Five meshes are considered, comprising uniform elements of length l on all the straight boundary sections and N elements, each of length /(4N), on the hole quadrant, giving a total of 22·0/l#N elements. The values of l and N chosen are: 0·5 and 2 (24 elements), 0·25 and 3 (47 elements), 0·1667 and 6 (94 elements), 0·125 and 12 (188 elements), 0·0625 and 24 (376 elements). Numerical results are given in Table I , along with the percentage difference between BIE and TBIE solution values, and it may be seen that solutions to both equations converge steadily to the same result, e.g. the stress concentration is about 3·25; the reference value for R/¼"0·25,¸<¼ is 3·24 (accuracy unknown).
In this and similar studies, it is found that displacement values from BIE solutions are typically more accurate than those from TBIE solutions, while traction values from the TBIE solutions are more accurate than those from BIE solutions. This is perhaps not surprising considering the nature of the source terms in the BIE and the TBIE. Using N M (x),(N( )), the solution to the TBIE converges very similarly: e.g. the stress concentrations are 2·781, 3·126, 3·228, 3·248 and 3·252 for the five meshes considered in the same order as listed in Table I . Using N M (x),1, the TBIE solution converges much less quickly and less smoothly: e.g. the corresponding stress concentration values are 2·828, 2·992, 3·249, 3·241 and 3·280. Table II . Stress intensity factors for a straight crack under internal pressure 0·9981  0·9884  1·0726  2  0·5  0·9974  0·9950  1·1424  4  0·25  0·9990  0·9977  1·0291  8  0·125  0·9997  0·9988  1·0336  16  0·0625  1·0000  0·9993  1·0194  32 0·03125 1·0002 0·9995 1·0191
Pressurized straight crack in an infinite solid (2-D)
The two faces of a straight crack !a)x )#a, x "0 are subdivided into a total of 4N uniform elements, each of length a/N. The crack faces are loaded by internal pressure t"(0, $ ), and so the mode I stress intensity factor is K" ( a. Values a"1·0 and "1·0 are chosen for the boundary element study, and Table II shows numerical results (A) using N M (x),N( ), (B) using N M (x),(N( )), and (C) using N M (x),1. For scheme (A), all the meshes used give the stress intensity factor accurate to within 0·3 per cent, and for N*4, the accuracy is within 0·1 per cent. For scheme (B), results are only slightly less accurate, while for scheme (C), the results converge in a much slower and more erratic manner.
Inclined straight edge crack in a rectangular solid under tension (2-D)
A rectangular block 0)x )b, !b)x ) b contains an inclined straight crack emanating from the edge at (0, 0) and with its tip at (a sin , a cos ). The block is loaded in tension by 
tractions t "# on x " b and t "! on x "!b (see Figure 3 ). In the test cases, the loading is taken to be "1·0, the dimensions are chosen to be a"0·5, b"1·0, and two crack angles are considered, "67·5°and "45·0°. References values (accuracy unknown) are compared with results using the present method in Table III . The simplest element mesh used consists of 32 uniform elements of length 0·25 (including two on each crack face). Replacing each tip element with two uniform elements, each of length 0·125, gives the mesh with 34 elements. Finer meshes involve 64 uniform elements each of length 0·125 (including four elements on each crack face), 128 uniform elements each of length 0·0625, 256 uniform elements each of length 0·03125, and 512 uniform elements each of length 0·015625 (including 32 elements on each crack face). Solutions converge to values within 2 per cent of the reference values. For both crack angles, the meshes of 34 elements are adequate to give stress intensity factors to about 1 per cent of the apparent converged values, i.e.
for "67·5°, given by 512 elements. Using N M (x),(N( )), the results differ from those for N M (x),N( ) by less than 0·4 per cent for 32 elements and are virtually identical for the other meshes. When N M (x),1 is used instead, convergence is very slow, e.g. for "45·0°, solutions differ from the above converged values by over 10 per cent with 128 elements and over 2 per cent with 512 elements.
Circular quadrant crack under remote uniaxial tension (2-D)
A curved crack described by the circular quadrant x "R cos , x "R sin with ))
is situated in a large solid !¸)x )¸, !¸)x )¸under uniaxial tension t "$ on its ends x "$¸(see Figure 4) . For¸<R, the stress intensity factors are known exactly, and values¸"100·0, R"1·0 and "1·0 are chosen for the tests. Owing to the requirement that the quadratic quarter point elements at the crack tips must be straight, it is necessary to make these elements very small to approximate the curved geometry. Consequently, a set of symmetric meshes is used with element lengths defined on the crack in the ratios 1 : 1 : 2 : 4 : 8 : 16 : 16 : 16 : etc. over )) and ** . So with a total of 4N elements on both faces of the crack, the crack tip elements are of length l"( R)/(16 (N!4) ). Convergence of the stress intensity factors with increasing N is demonstrated in Table IV, 
Circumferential crack in a long cylinder under torsion and tension (3-D)
A solid cylinder of radius R and length 2¸, defined by the region x #x )R, !¸)x )#¸, has a circumferential crack of depth a lying in the annular region x "0, R!a)(x #x )R (see Figure 5 ). The ends x "$¸are loaded in torsion and tension by tractions t"($qx /R,Gqx /R,$ ) on x "$¸. The example chosen is for a deep crack a/R"0·9 in a long cylinder R"1·0 and¸"4·0, and the loading is "1·0 and q"1·0. Stress intensity factors for an infinitely long cylinder,¸<R, are known with accuracy reckoned to be better than 1·0 per cent and are given by 
DISCUSSION
The nature of hypersingular boundary integral equations and the resulting implications for what constitutes a valid numerical solution method has received attention from many authors (e.g. see References 1, 2, 5, 6, 11-13 and references therein). There is common agreement that some kind of continuity condition concerning displacement gradients is required for the singular integrals in the BIDE and the TBIE to exist on parts of the boundary which include the source point. When the source point is on a smooth part of the boundary, it is sufficient to ensure that the traction and the tangential gradients of displacement are each continuous at the source point. However, the general form of this condition cannot depend simply up on continuity of traction and tangential gradients of displacement in isolation, since these quantities are necessarily discontinuous at corner points. The coefficients of potentially logsingular terms in the BIDE can be shown to involve linear combinations of traction and tangential gradients of displacement, and it may be inferred that the general form of the continuity condition must involve values of traction and tangential derivatives of displacement connected by the identity (13) . It is this connection between the surface displacement and traction that allows direct evaluation of the singular boundary integrals by using Stokes' theorem. Some consequences of this approach for elastostatics and its implementation in a numerical boundary element method are discussed below.
Cancellation of singularities
The analytical treatment of singular integrals using Stokes' theorem gives a useful perspective on the precise form of the singularities in the BIDE, especially for the 2-D case where the log-singular free terms B NOHI u NO are evaluated in closed-form. The boundary integrals B NOHI are converted into expressions evaluated on the perimeter of each section of the boundary on which the displacement gradients are unique (continuous) at the source point and compatible with the local tractions (13) . These source point conditions are automatically satisfied on each individual piecewise smooth boundary element, where the unique tangential gradients of the assumed displacement are independent of the normal gradients implicit in the unique traction. However, for a boundary source point on the perimeter of an element (e.g. at a corner), the coefficients B NOHI are log-singular, and the BIDE does not exist unless all such singularities exactly cancel out. The cancellation of singular terms may be illustrated using the closed-form expressions (45) for the 2-D case, where the log-singular parts of the BIDE contained in the free terms B NOHI u NO are of the form b HI log r, where
and u NO denotes the difference between the displacement gradients assumed on elements either side of the source point. The individual components reduce to
b "
For a source point r"0 at the junction of two elements, it may be seen that the singular terms b HI log r cancel out only if all the displacement gradients u NO are unique, so that u NO "0. Expressed in terms of conditions pertaining to the surface variables, the existence of the BIDE requires the following: the forms of displacement and traction assumed on all boundary elements adjoining the source point must be exactly consistent with unique displacement gradients at the source point. Using the special interpolations (21) and (22) guarantees this, and the O(log r) expressions included in B NOHI need be evaluated only on the remote perimeter of the entire set of elements adjoining the source point. The formulae for boundary stress (47) and the TBIE (48) derived from the BIDE (46) are based on the existence of B NOHI , and therefore require the same continuity conditions as the BIDE.
¹he stress boundary integral equation (SBIE)
The SBIE may be defined from the BIDE by the operation E GHIJ I IJ (x, S), with E GHIJ given by (14) . For x interior to S, the SBIE gives the stress GH (x)"E GHIJ I IJ (x, S), and in 2-D there log-singularities arising at the source point gradients must be unique and compatible with all local tractions at the source point. Parameters representing the unique displacement gradients at the source point are introduced into the BIDE for this purpose, and are later expressed in terms of the surface traction and displacement when the BIDE is reduced to the TBIE. By taking radial series expansions of the surface displacement and traction about the source point in the BIE and BIDE, coefficients of displacement and displacement gradient at the source point are isolated and expressed in forms which allow application of Stokes' integral theorem. Direct evaluation of the source term coefficients is essential for a single-domain boundary integral equation method for crack problems, and the present approach leads to non-singular forms of the equations, which require no reference to singular integrals or Cauchy/Hadamard principal values. A procedure for constructing a numerically robust TBIE from the BIDE is given for general 2-D problems; the corresponding procedure for 3-D is given in Reference 1.
Numerical solutions of the TBIE using continuous boundary elements are presented to demonstrate the application of the present method, including some for curved cracks and edge cracks, all obtained using continuous boundary elements. It is demonstrated that numerical solutions from the TBIE converge satisfactorily, and that the method is capable of treating general crack problems. Stress intensity factors are calculated from the crack opening displacement on quarter point elements at the crack front, and values obtained are typically accurate to within 1 per cent.
